Abstract Chebyshev coefficients of a coordinate Chebyshev representation can be used to form representations of velocity. One way is to directly apply them to the derivatives of Chebyshev polynomials, another is to compute from them the Chebyshev coefficients of velocity Chebyshev representation. The advantages of the latter over the former ways are illustrated. Also, the approach of generating Chebyshev coefficients developed by Newhall [1] is extended such that coordinate, velocity and acceleration are consistently treated.
interpolation softwares, accelerations can be computed in the same way as velocities. This is of interest because it allows direct comparison between the actually realized force models underlying different ephemerides by using publicly available ephemeris data.
Sect. 2 recalls the basic knowledge of Chebyshev expansions necessary for detailing the brief remarks made in the previous paragraph. And the detailed remarks are presented in Sect. 3. Sect. 4 is devoted to extending the approach developed in [1] , so that coordinate, velocity and acceleration are consistently treated.
Chebyshev expansion
A Chebyshev expansion of degree N writes
where x and p n 's are referred to as Chebyshev time and Chebyshev coefficients, respectively, and the Chebyshev polynomial T n (x) is a polynomial of degree n defined on x ∈ [−1, 1] and recursively given by T 0 (x) = 1, T 1 (x) = x, T n (x) = 2xT n−1 (x) − T n−2 (x) (n = 2, ..., N ).
For all non-negative integers n, we have
The first derivative of p with respect to x writes
where
and, with v N = 0,
For n ≥ 0, we have 1 . sup
The second derivative of p with respect to x writes
and, with a N −1 = 0,
(12)
Chebyshev representation of ephemeris
A Chebyshev representation of ephemeris of a celestial body allows users to compute the body's dynamical state (coordinate, velocity and acceleration) by using a set of piecewise Chebyshev expansions. In practice, this is economically achieved by only providing Chebyshev coefficients of coordinate representaions. To be specific, let's focus on a particular Chebyshev expansion representing a coordinate and being valid on a granule [t b , t e ] of the ephemeris time t. Introducing the Chebyshev time
one computes the coordinate, velocity and acceleration by using (1), (4) and (9), respectively 2 . To do so, Chebyshev polynomials and their respective first and second derivatives have to be computed for each required value of x.
The dynamical state can also be computed using (1), (5) and (10). An advantage of doing so is time-saving. This is because the x-dependant parts, i.e. the Chebyshev polynomials, are common to these three expansions, while the xindependent parts, i.e. the Chebyshev coefficients, need only to be computed once for all x ∈ [−1, 1].
As representations in the form of Chebyshev expansion, (5) and (10) allow one to estimate the maximum representation error of velocity and acceleration, respectively, in a way by which [1] estimates that of coordinate. For this, a necessary assumption for n ≥ N is either p n ∼ 0 or |p n+1 |/|p n | < ǫ, where ǫ is a small positive constant. This assumption is true with ǫ ∼ 0.1 in the case of distributed planetary and lunar representations, for which the length of granule in t and the degree N of representation are conveniently chosen [1] . Together with |T n (x)| ≤ 1, 2 Back to t, the velocity writes dp dt = 2 te−t b v and the acceleration
the above assumed condition implies that the coordinate representation error is bounded from above by
Checking with an Inpop10e ephemeris file 3 valid on a time span of 2000 years, we find that |v N |/|v N −1 | < 0.125, provided that |p N +1 |/|p N | < ǫ = 0.1. This is understandable since v n ∼ 2(n + 1)p n+1 , which means that
From (15), the same argument as in the case of coordinate leads to the following apparent estimation of the maximum error of the velocity representation
Similarly, the maximum error of the acceleration representation is estimated as
Given sampling data of a function of time, the precision of the best-fit interpolation polynomial depends on its degree, as well as the behavior of the function in the considered time interval. For each given body, [1] chooses the degree of the polynomials representing coordinates, N appearing in (1), and the length of granule, L = t e − t b corresponding to 2 Chebyshev time unit u x , such that δ p ∼ 0.5mm.
4 Table 1 lists the corresponding maximum errors of velocity and acceleration representations, as calculated using (16) and (17), respectively. From Table 1 , we know that the velocity representation errors are extremely small as compared with the most precise doppler velocity measurement used in the present-day spacecraft tracking (several millimeters per second). Therefore, there should be many cases when larger errors are tolerable. In these cases, truncated velocity representations may be used providing that their respective maximum error is known. In the context of truncation, the well known advantage of (5) over (4) can be quantified. For example, neglecting the last term of (5) will induce an error no more than |v N −1 T N −1 (x)| ≤ |v N −1 | = 2N |p N |, while the error induced by neglecting the last term of (4) can be as large as
Chebyshev coefficient generation
In [1] , an efficient approach is developed to generate the coefficients of a piecewise Chebyshev coordinate representation. What is special of this approach is twofold. Firstly, it uses not only sampling data of coordinate but also of velocity to form a generally overdetermined equation system for the coefficients. Secondly, it uses There is a price to pay for the first advantage. Indeed, the noises induced by the velocity equations should have negative effects on the coordinate representation. In order to balance between the advantage to gain and the price to pay, [1] uses a universal weighting scheme based on experiments. In this scheme, velocity equations are weighted at 0.4 relative to coordinate ones. Though the scheme may be oversimplified, its ephemeris-independent nature allows the approach to express the searched Chebyshev coefficients as linear combinations of sampling data with ephemeris-independent combination coefficients. This should be considered as another strong point of the approach, because these combination coefficients, depending only on the degree of the coordinate representation and the set of sampling time instants [1] , apply to any ephemeris.
In a broad sense, how to assign weights to sampling equations may be considered as a matter of choice. To make a decision, one needs a pre-determined criterion, which can be different for different purposes. Here are two extreme examples: If velocity is not required, then it's better not to use velocity equations, i.e. they should be assigned with zero weight; And, if acceleration is required, then it's better to use also acceleration equations, which may be weighted in a way similar to velocity equations, namely at 0.4 relative to velocity equations. Another reasonable and ephemeris-independent weighting scheme is based on the maximum-representation-error relation δ p : δ v : δ a = 1 : 2N : 4N (N − 1) (see section 3). For this we remark that, contrary to sampling by observations, here the sampling data are assumed to be exact, while the noises come from the nonexact representation models. It is then interesting to present an extended approach without specifying a particular weighting scheme.
Let {P m , V m , A m }, m = 1, ..., M , be the instantaneous dynamical states at x m ∈ (−1, 1), respectively, which are part of the data carried by a numerical integration program [1] . The extended objective function writes
where p, v and a are represented as (1), (4) and (9), respectively, and the weights w p : w v : w a are assumed to be ephemeris-independent.
Let {P bl , V bl , A bl }, l = 1, 2, be two additional dynamical states sampled at x = x b1 = −1 and x b2 = 1, respectively. The imposed equality constraints are
Because p, v and a are all linear in the searched Chebyshev coefficients p 0 , ..., p N , our optimization problem with equality constraints is linear. The unique solution to this problem can be found by the well-known method of Lagrange multiplier. Let λ pl , λ vl , λ al (l = 1, 2) be the Lagrange multipliers and
the Lagrange function. The Chebyshev coefficients, together with the 6 multipliers, minimizes L and solves the normal equations
To present explicitly this equation system in matrix form, we introduce three groups of matrices, namely: The parameters to be optimized
where and in the following the superscript t stands for transposition; The dynamical state variables sampled at inner and boundary time instants As building blocks, the third group matrices form the following matrices, (order (N + 1) × 6).
(25)
